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Baker - Bega
[[cust_CareersBrand]] Bega
Requisition ID: 50901
Employment Type: Full time
Good things start here
Hi, we’re Coles Group. We’re on a mission to sustainably feed all Australians to
help them live healthier, happier lives.

About the role
What’s so special about being a Baker at Coles? Well, we understand baking
isn’t just your trade – it’s your passion too. That’s why we love it when our team
step out from behind the counter and share their love baking with our
customers. You’ll take pride in contributing to a bakery department which is
exceptionally presented, welcoming and engaging.

In a nutshell, you’ll be the special ingredient that makes the Coles bakery
shopping experience irresistible.
Good things you need

Solid experience baking bread in a fast-paced bakery environment

Sound knowledge of all aspects of food safety and hygiene

To be customer obsessed and continually seek to better understand our

Job mode
Permanent

diverse customers

A real passion for quality and consistency

To enable Coles to provide a safe environment for its team members, there
may be a requirement for you to receive a COVID-19 vaccination before
commencing work for Coles at a Coles site, unless you are medically exempt.
Given this, you will be required to disclose your COVID-19 vaccination status
as part of your application for employment with Coles. You may be required to
provide further evidence of vaccination status as part of your application.
Why Coles?
Join a big team, get big benefits. You can look forward to great discounts
across all our supermarkets and brands, and even a chance to taste-test new
products. You’ll be stepping into a culture that truly values what you do and
celebrates your success.
As part of our focus on achieving a gender balanced workforce, we belong to
the WORK180 network as an endorsed employer for women.
But that’s just the tip of the iceberg. You can explore all this and more at our
Coles Careers website.
For everyone who shares our passion
We encourage applications from people of all ages, nationalities, abilities and
cultures – including Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, the LGBTQI+
community and people living with disability. We’re happy to adjust our
recruitment process to support accessibility needs – so reach out to us at
www.careers.colesgroup.com.au > Careers for everyone > Disability
employment.
Keen as a bean? Just lettuce know
If you like the sound of us (and our corny food puns), then jump in and submit
your application. We’d love to hear from you!
#LI- KL1
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